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ABSTRACT

Communities move toward modernization is inevitable. This paper looks at developments in the way a wife switching angle theorists of sociology has been studied. The purpose of this study is to achieve an appropriate theoretical framework to explain the direction and intensity mate selection developments in the family.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern society is moving towards a settlement of the wife by way of his family's freedom of individual choice based on love are changing? Lawrence Stone's opinion that some changes to the evolution of family forms of the medieval forms of family life have been, is shown (stone, 1977). During his three hundred year period from 1500 to the 1800s, three main stages in the evolution of the family. The dominant families in the early period, and hundreds of years before it is what Stone calls the dynastic family and all will turn their attention to the upbringing of children. This type of family that exists in the twentieth century. Limited the nuclear family with the emotional individualism, self-selection based on the norms of marital ties of kindness or love of the romantic lead, is determined .became popular. Tendency to choose partners based on love or the love relationship that will provide, was founded. At this stage, western form of marriage and the family was to have it still is today (Anthony Giddens, 1995: 319). Talcott Parsons of marriage and family formation, or any kind of solidarity with his previous family loses. To sustain this relationship, expectations of the couple together is essential. The demands of society in America requires that husband and wife love each other like that .Rene Koenig studied the problem of family functions. The personality of children. social character - children of pay.(Azazy, 1382: 17).

Bruce Cohen believes his selection is performed in two ways. The first choice is usually based on love and the family has chosen the second method. In many communities, a prerequisite for marriage based on love, it seems natural and indispensable. efficiency based on marital love and affection and love that helps young people who had taken their families to move to their new life. The individual characteristics of his future wife natural attractions such as similarity search that included age, racial, religious, social and economic bases, level of education, tension, and beauty of his appearance.(Bruce Cohen, 1379, 178). William J. Goode, the convergence theory suggests that the family based on the kinship system changes, structural changes and the inevitable result is the ideological transformations. In industrial societies, the family surname of husband and wife (or nuclear) will be. (Azazy , 1382: 17) Good book World Revolution in Family Patterns (1963) can be expressed: A variety of family forms in different societies around the world has left. In some areas, such as remote areas of Asia, Africa or the Pacific Ocean forms of traditional families, including families, macro and polygamy have not changed much. But in most third world countries, vast changes are taking place. The origin of these changes is complex, but several factors may be particularly important factors in creating chose these transformations. These factors, primarily, as in previous periods in the West, including the impact of industry and urban life is today. Generally, these changes in the global movement for supremacy in nuclear families, can cause. This is the first time the documentary was made by Goode. (Anthony Giddens, 1995, 420), his most important changes that occur throughout the world include:

1-kinship groups continued to lose its influence.
2-The general trend is observed for the free choice of spouse.
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3-the right choice in switching wives and major family decisions is recognized.
4-the day is less than marriage relationships.
5-free sex were more common in communities where there is very strict.
6-The development of children's rights and legal frameworks for protecting children's rights has been created Giddens, 1373:422). More middle-class family and kinship relations are preserved. The families of the lower classes are more successful for the development of social hierarchy. In the cortex, the greatest control over the relationship before marriage and the young wife and their mutual aid among the most common (André, 1354:117). Modernization has been delayed age of marriage (Good, 1963).

Modern society tends to be ambiguous whether with the mate selection meet the criteria?

- Emile Durkheim away from human society in the mechanical motion of solidarity toward the division of labor, specialization and organic solidarity. Elements of society, including families, but also in the context of constant evolution is gradual and without interruption.
  1-Society is like a family during evolution.
  2-The course of the evolution is linear.
  3 - In the context of the linear evolution of the family of the couple's family finally put this line. 4 - During this evolution, in different families are having contractions. (Guy Rocher, Tehran: 1376).
  Raymond Aron believe in a state of anomie in the current criteria of marriage can be seen. In these conditions, with few major problems facing the young selector:
  A) a clear definition of criteria and selection criteria, no wife.
  B) criteria and the criteria for being married to a complex character who, in different degrees.
  C) criteria for selection of sex partners, inconsistent or conflicting with each other has.
  D) the person is able to select the rating criteria is more important.
  E) Due to the rapidly changing social ideal partner criteria is constantly changing (the Aftab site, article, social and cultural factors affecting marriage, Neda immigrants, the democracy).

Do move towards the modernization of society's standards are traumatic implantation?

- According to Max Weber, the rational construction of a two-class society - the legal and traditional ways based Brasil's mission and be separated. Discrete And disorder in the roads and the targets are two type of values and emotional. Ideal for any type of expression that do not build a healthy society. According to this view When a social group Or Overall, more Roads in the community structure and objectives are coordinated. For example, "any action or follow traditional ways and goals of both rational - legal problems that society will not be. But if the goals are worthy, but the emotional and rational means to attain them will not be faced with a balanced and harmonious (tanhaei 1382: 76). Robert King Merton believes Marriage occurs when the community can Cultural community based on common goals and ways to collect them Way to determine the balance of society in a coherent manner to maintain and continue. (tanhaei 1382: 71).

Are you moving toward a modern society are changing the selection criteria wife?

- Ernest Watson Burgess & Paul Wallin in studies related to the choice of a wife, five factors are cited as factors that are determinant in marriage (Shahab, 1372: 52):
  1. Neighborhood.
  2. Picture of the ideal wife (ideal).
  3. Pictures of parents and their marital.
  4. We tend to choose someone who is a spouse or same homogeneous.
  5. Personal needs.

- The wife matched in order to preserve certain values and beliefs is done. The marriage is performed according to the values and personality traits, is consistent wife (Eshleman, 1988: 298). Consistent theory of wife: Bowerman terms identical to the wife's opinion means of selecting those that are similar or with someone more compatible. Bowerman says: "Man, knowingly or unknowingly, followed by selection with his wife who have similar traits." In other words anisotropy between the two spouses, family conflict is the source (Sarukhany, Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, 40).
Similar types of wife:  
- wife same geographical  
- same wife physical  
- wife same educational  
- the same social wife  
- the same character is based on wife  
- wife of the same mental and spiritual

With the move towards modern society’s way of switching off towards the goal of family is changing?

Mohammad Sadegh Mahdavi believes in marriage and spouse selection:  
1. marriage and divorce of the individual has become a public matter. in the past, families and individuals seeking a lifelong partner who but now both women and men does not necessarily looking for a person's life are not. in the past, to make agriculture the number of children is important and the women were part of the child's identity (human identity) is to them. but today, families or just have a tendency to have children or want to maximize a child.  
2. In the past, a lot of family relationships and family and relatives were in close connection. But Family relationships in the present world, with declining. It has been replaced in front of friends and relations. This means that the relationships within the family has moved outside the family.

1. In the past activities of men and women were separated from each other. Now the couple on holiday together to travel between cities or go offshore. The other point here is that the majority of trips in the past but now the pilgrimage have been a pilgrimage trips, tourism and tourism are in most cases.  
2. The most important person in his family and the father has been admitted on the basis of interaction but today there is equality-seeking patriarchal democracy and respect for older adults than to children, democracy has and the house is run according to adolescent and young.  
3. It is the purpose of marriage into the marriage. in the past, have been married for three purposes: marriage was a religious duty and adherence to tradition. Marriage was for sexual needs. Was collected for child marriage. But today there is no purpose for marriage. Marriage is a sacred phenomenon, the phenomenon has become routine and non-sacred, marriage is not required to satisfy the sexual needs. And children need to be reduced or completely destroyed. In the current marriage, love is the main goal and no purpose other than that no.  
4. The current responsibilities of marriage and the obligations of marriage than young people prefer to enter into a relationship without commitment.  
5. Partner selection criteria due to: change the value system, industrialization, modernization, individualism, anomie, and increasing population density has changed.  
6. Expectations in the old system of "religious" duty spouses had the same expectations, but expectations of today is clear and consistent.  
7. Educational system is changing dramatically. The educational objectives change, the relationship between parents and children and teachers and students and also affect relations between husband and wife. The educational system in your children when parents were manifested and want to see the changes as a spouse, parent run. (ibid)  
8. Due to the high level of expectations:  
1) the relative prosperity  
2) state-level advertising increases people's expectations  
3) feeling of being  
9. Many family functions, the human need to provide intimate relationship is lost and there is an opportunity for intimate relationships with family. Elimination of intimate relations.  
10. Imbalance between rational behavior and emotional behavior  
11. Taboo. Sexual relations  
12. Change in family status: secularity of humanity is over.

Modern society is moving toward changing the social benefits of marriage, we face?

Blau, Peter & George Casper Homans believe that people with the same pressures that caused the market economy is being stimulated. The biggest benefit is that people make decisions (Steven L. Nock 1987: 47). Exchange of feelings between people with the theory of value is given as a basis for social order (William Skidmore, 1375: 2730
Their individual characteristics (such as economic status, attractiveness, etc.) are evaluated and followed their wives who have such privileges. Long-term relationships like marriage, if positive results can occur and believe that their husbands be better to just stay together (Newman. D. M., 1999: 140, 139). According to Peter Blau anything that humans live in some kind of exchange activities which aim in this work is to achieve maximum benefit. Three points that can be extracted from this definition. A theory is an objective. B: The theory then has a profit-seeking. A: The wishes and opinions, not only because they are the cause of action. (Ian Craib, 83: 92)

Are you moving toward a modern society with low social communication in the family based on love and marriage settlement we face?

Randall callins is a social construct with three dimensions: And calls a number of people involved in it. 2 The amount of time spent on a call rate that is associated with previous contacts. 3 The amount and pattern of physical space used for issuing the call specifies the interaction rituals. (khonchaman, 34 33). In theory, callins exchanges, about ritual interaction, distribution of individuals in physical space, capital or resources to use in their relative inequality in resource exchange and interest is shown. "Power" or ability to compel others to do to win the "symbolic resources" is. The relative levels of symbolic resources of language and dialog resources, the ability to use ideas such as cultural ideologies, values, beliefs, personal goals are for. (khonchaman, 1377: 35). But what a successful or unsuccessful interaction rituals returns? Collins, in this case, two important and effective agent knows: 1. cultural capital 2. emotional energies.

Whether switching between spouses based on free love and a family foundation and instability there is meaningful relationship?

Helmut Chelsky conformity with the modern family on the list means the decline and demise of the family knows Social stability as the only remaining family, and believes that the material conditions - economic community will adapt to your family Because In modern societies The structures of human society is passive And The only way to escape is to strengthen family ties (Azazy, 1382: 18). Chelsky structure and relationships in families headed by men, women and children of the normal and knows the family knows the traditional functions of the sponsors. (Rosenbaum, Heidi, 1363: p. 33).
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